THE BLOOMBERG CHART: NOW LIVE AND INTERACTIVE IN EXCEL 
GATEWAY TO VISUALIZING BLOOMBERG DATA

DEEP INTEGRATION WITH BLOOMBERG
Bloomberg Charts port the strengths of the Bloomberg Professional service directly into your Excel spreadsheets, allowing your charts to update in real time.

EXCEL INTEGRATION
When adding a chart to Excel, you have the ability to “Render formula for chart linkage”—which would link the chart to cells in Excel, allowing you to drive the security, field, start date, end date and periodicity from the spreadsheet.
**CLOUD-BASED SOLUTION**
Rich data you need is housed in Bloomberg and flows to your spreadsheet, giving you more robust charting and data capabilities than other solutions.

**FLEXIBLE ANNOTATIONS**
Annotations can be added from the new floating toolbar at the top of the chart. All annotations on a given security, across any chart, will automatically be saved on your G charts. Use the sidebar to hide or reveal them as needed.

**ADD & EDIT STUDIES**
A new “Study” dropdown provides quick access to the studies on your chart. Use this tool to quickly hide or reveal your studies, add new studies and edit current ones by adjusting the time periods and key parameters.

**ACCESS EXISTING CHARTS**
When creating a new chart in Excel, it is saved to the G repository in the terminal. Additionally, the chart library in Excel provides you access to all the charts you have previously created in the Bloomberg Professional service.